
 

 

MDispersion series 3.1.3.1 update description 

Available Software Version 

3.1.3 

 

Attention 

After the software is updated, the system will automatically restart and resume suspended services 

automatically. 

 

 

 

Update Items 

========================================================================== 

※Mail virus filtering※ 

Mail virus filtering→ 

Adjustment: Updated ClamAV virus engine version 0.103.7. 

 

 

※User management※ 

transfer tool→ 

Add: "Google Workspace Transfer" feature. 

 

 

※System Management※ 

Backup and Device Management→ 

(01) Add: Support【New Webmail】backup function. 

(02) Adjustment:【Add/Edit】Prohibit the use of the path " \ ", and adjust it to " / ". 

(03) Adjustment:【Add/Edit】> "FTP Folder Path" >【Connection Test】Added to check the 

correctness of the file time to avoid affecting the backup process. 

(04) Adjustment: Added a reminder that the restoration function is prohibited due to the  

               【High Availability】mode. 

(05) Adjustment: "Connection method" is added to display the version information of SAMBA  

                connection. 

(06) Fix: The problem of getting stuck when saving settings in some cases. 



 

 

 

(07) Fix: In some cases, the backup failed due to the lack of specified folders. 

(08) Fix: The problem that SAMBA mount fails in some cases. 

(09) Fix: When using an FTP connection, the directory cannot be found during system restore. 

   

(10) Fix: 【Add/Edit】> "Send backup result to administrator" Some email strings cannot be saved. 

(11) Fix:【Add/Edit】> "Device name" cannot be modified. (USB backup). 

(12) Fix: In some cases, USB backup causes system exceptions due to file system format issues. 

 

System Settings Backup/Restore→ 

(01) Add: Support【New Webmail】backup function. 

(02) Adjustment: When a backup or restore is in progress, lock the interface button to avoid  

                repeated execution problems. 

(03) Adjustment: When a restore error occurs, an attempt will be made to return to the pre-restore  

               state. 

(04) Fix: In some cases, the restoration fails due to directory reading problems. 

  

Restore Account Mailbox→ 

(01) Fix: In some cases, the restoration of accounts with the same name fails. 

(02) Fix: An issue where multiple accounts cannot be restored in some cases. 

 

high availability→ 

Add: Support【New Webmail】synchronization function. 

 

System Management→ 

Fix: "System Power On/Off > Clear All Data Restore Defaults" is an issue that affects the  

    restore function after execution in some cases. 

 

 

※Webmail※ 

Mail→ 

Fix: In some cases, the text may display garbled characters because the encoding cannot be  

parsed. 

 



 

 

 

Contact person→ 

Fix: In some cases, the contact person did not display the remark information. 

 

cloud hard drive→ 

(01) Fix: In some cases, files cannot be uploaded due to lack of folders. 

(02) Fix: An issue with incorrect file size information. 

(03) Fix: Some situations in the master-slave environment lead to the problem that files cannot be  

accessed after being moved. 

 

 

calendar→ 

(01) Fix: In the date selection window on the left, right-click [Add Calendar Event] function fails. 

(02) Fix: Events in the calendar (day, week) that are not full days do not display titles. 

(03) Fix: The problem that the dragging operation of the calendar (day, week) is not the whole day  

is abnormal. 

 

  

※other※ 

(01) Adjustment: 【System】Strengthen HTTP protocol security to eliminate risky connection  

requests. 

(02) Fix:【System】Some interface input fields did not check the format correctly. 

(03) Fix:【System】In some cases, when the main hard disk is different from the previous boot, the  

prompt is not displayed. 
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